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Contouring by modified dual-beam ESP} 
based on tilting illumination beams 
X. Peng. H, Y. Diao, Y. L. Zou, and H. Tiziani 

University of Stuttgart, lnstitut rur Techniscbe Optik, Stuttgart, FRG 

CoeItOllriag by modirttd daaal-be.m ESPI bueiI on tiltialil iII~ 
mialtiollll tams. A new contouring method by mcxlificd 
dual-beam electronic speckle pattern interferometry is pro
posed. Instead of tilting test objoct as used in previous single: 
wavelength techniques by ESPI, we introduce a tilt 10 tbe 
illuminating beams in order to obtain the conlour fringe 
patterns. The most attractive feature of this tecbnique is the 
possibility of contouring a stationary object so that it would 
be a more promising method in practical engineering metrol· 
ogy. The thcoretKal and experimental results show good 
agm:meot. 

IOIIhlriDIil mil eiDcm JDOdifIzift1ea Zwdstrahl ESPI alit ce
Dtigtem Bekclr:hhmgMtra.bL Eine neue Konturing-Methode 
mit cinem modifizierten elektronischcn Zwcistrahl-Speckle
Interferometer wird vorgescblagen. Anstatt wit bei den iibli
chen EinweUcnlangen-Tcchnikcn beim ESPI das Testob,i<.:kt 
zu vcrdrehcn, ncigco wir rut Ernugung von Konturstrclfen 
den Bdeucbtungsstrabl Ocr attraktivste Vorteil dieser Tech
nik ist die Moglichkeit, eio stationircs Objekt zu konlurie
reo. Damit wird diese Metbode in der praktiscben MeBtech· 
nik IiChr vielvcrsptcehend. Theorie und Experiment zcigen 
eiDe gute Obereinstimmung. 

Introchxtioo 

One of important application aspects using electronic 
speckle pattern interferometry is to generate contours of 
a diffuse object in order to provide data for 3-D shape 
analysis and topography measurement. Various contour
ing techniques by conventional ESPI have heen devel
oped for these applications. Two typical examples are 
single wavelength techniques with tilting the object to be 
contoured, and two-wavelength techniques, The basic 
principle of a conventional ESPI and its application on 
contouring are well known and can be found in various 
books in the literature (1] - (2] . 

Recently some new techniques for contouring an ob
ject by using ESPI have been reported (3}-[5}. The aim 
of these new techniques is to overcome some drawbacks 
suffercd by already existing methods. A specific electronic 
speckle pattern interferometry with dual-beam illumina
tion has been proposed for generating contours of an 
object (S]. A dual-beam ESPl has several advantages: 1) 
economy of light usage, 2} it was found to be stable, 3) the 
image system does not have to resolve the line structure, 
However a small tilt has to be introduced to the object to 
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be tested when one uses such a dual-beam ESPI to obtain 
the contour fringe pattern, 

In this paper, we present a modified dual-beam ESPI 
arrangement and make a detailed study on the contour 
phase analysis and on the optimal determination of the 
contour plane orientation. In this modified dual-beam 
ESPI, we introduce a lateral shift to the collimating lens 
and, therefore, a tilt to the iUumination beams instead of 
a tilt to tbe object to be contoured. Hence the technique 
described in this paper appeared to be a more promising 
method from the point of view of practical engineering 
applications. The results with pbase-shift and fringe anal
ysis are also presented in this paper, 

Modified dual-beam ESPI with tilting iUumination 
beams 

Fig. I shows the experimental set-up of modified dual
beam electronic speckle pattern interferometer. The laser 
beam is collimated and then split into two illuminating 
beams via a beam splitter BS, An additional mirror M 1 

is added in the optical configuration, A tilt to both inci
dent wavefronts is introduced by shiftingcollimatioD leos 
L. The subtracted speckJe pattern is displayed on the 
monitor, and the contour fringe pattern corresponding to 
the shape of the object being tested are obtained by sub
tracting the intensities of two speckle patterns before and 
after shifting of collimation lens L. We shaD show that the 
necessity of the mirror M 1 in the next section. It will be 
demonstrated that the function of mirror M 3 plays an 
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important role in obtaining a suitable contour rringe pat
tern and keep the orientation or contour planes in the 
optimum direction. 

a. Contour phase analysis 

The optical vector geometry ror the modified electronic 
specie pattern interferometer is shown in fig. 2, where k I 
and k 1 are unit vectors representing the directions or each 
illuminating beam; lik I and likl are vectors correspond
ing to the tilt direction or each incident beam; • is a unit 
vector standing ror a rotation axis about which both 
incident beams are rotated due to the shift or collimating 
lens. P,. and Pz are two points on the object to be con
toured and vectors R I ,! and R1'l are two vectors rrom 
the observation poiDt 0 to the two arbitrary position 
points on the object surface. The vector '1 bas been cho
sen 10 be the sight direction, and the direction of optical 
axis are also chosen to be in this direction in order to 
simplify the analysis. Ii is a position vector defined by 
observation poinl 0 and rotation axis. 

In such an optical geometry, there is no surface dis
placement and any change or phase is thus due to the 
rotation or waverronts incident on the object. In addition, 
tbe amount or tilt ror each illuminating beam is exactly 
same, i.e. lie! = 081 _ li9, in this arrangement. Where li9 
represents tilt angle ror each incident beam. Since the 
rotations or incident waverronts are so small that we 
could write 

li"l = li8· (41 x "I) 

(1 ) 

6>, -oe 
>, 

0 

Ii R." 

ObjKt surlac. 

For a given line or sigbt direction' I' tbe pbase advance 
rrom resultant waverront to tbe observation point 0 can 
be evaluated as 

4>(I\)-(2./1){IK, +R, +(R", -li) -k,] 
- [K, + R, + (R", - Ii) - k,ll (~ 

wbere K I , K2 and R, are scalar magnitudes. By takin, 
the derivative or eq. (2). we obtain tbe phase variation at 
tbe point p. berore and after incident wavdronts tilt 

64>(1\) ~ (h/1)[(R", - Ii) - 64, 
-(R", - 1i) -6k,] _ 

Inserting eq. (J) into eq. (3). we have 

64>(1\) ~ (2./1)6 O[(R", - I i) - (a x k,) 

-(RI ,, - Ii) ' (41 x "2)] ' 

(3) 

(~ 

For tbe rererence point ~. we have a similar expressioll 

64>(1\) ~ (2./1)60[(R", - Ii) - (a x t,) 

(~ 

The relationsrup between the contour phase aDd sbape 
difference orthe object to be contoured is or great interest 
For this reason we consider tbe difference orpbase varia
tions at tbe point p,. and P: 

64>(1\, 1\) ~ 64>(1\) - 6 "'(1\) _ (6) 

Substituting for eq. (2) and eq. (4) in eq. (6). we obtain 

6<1>(1\ . 1\) ~ (2./1)60{(R", - R",) 
- «a x k,) - (a x k,)]) 

~ (h/1)[(R", - R,',) -(U, - 6k,)] 
D (2./1)(6P - d) _ m 

As mentioned above, tbere is no surface displacement 
any cbange or the phase is due to the tilt or wavefront 
incident on the object. It can be seen rrom eq. (7) that 
contour pbase li t/>(P,., P:) depeods 00 the alternatioD of 
each incident waverront, which is represented by vector do 
and on the shape difference or the object surface which is 
implied by vector liP. The argument in the square brack
et of eq. (7) indicates tbe projection or difference position 
vectors onto the difference vector or incident beam alter
nation. When taking this term to be the values or a half 
the integral number or illuminating wavelength. we ob
tain dark contour rringes. Eq. (7) indicates, then. that 
<P(P', PI) determines the distance between tbese points in 
terms or tbe contour interval Mli8 as project onto the 
direction or d. 

b. Orierllalion of cOli/our planes 

The optical determination or tbe orientation of contour 
planes plays an important role in designing the optical 
system described in trus paper. We suggest a criterion or 
determining the orientation or contour planes in order to 
achieve an appropriate contour pattern or the obje:ct . 

At first we introduce an orthogonal vector 6, which IS 
perpendicular to the vector d in eq. (1). to indicate the 
direction or contour orieatation. The vector b may be 
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rig. J. V('C lOr geomelry for ronlour planrs Ori(·ulalion. (a) IlIu
lIl inatinJ,: beams til! in thc S:UIlC dire(' tion. (b) Illuminating beams 
lilt ill dirferenl dirc('tion. 

Fig. 4. I' bolographs of contour fringes. (a) The ronlour pl~nC'S 
~ re .pcrpcnd k ular to Ib{' optical asis. (b) The ('()nlour plallf.'S a rr 
lO('hned "ben iIluminaling beams tilt ,,-jlh II different amoun!. 

referred as an o rientation vector, and the geometry of 
vector relat ionships is shown in lig. J. By using the orien
tat ion vector h defined and eq . (7). we co uld analyze the 
altern ation of contour planes when tilting ill um inating 
beams. Fig. 3 shows that the orienta tion vector h is de-

"·ig. S. Rl'Sulls obtained ,,·ith thrl'(' interferogram IOClhod for the 
pyramid "ith the int e rfero~ ram shoMn in rig. 4 (a). (a) Phase map. 
(b) 3-D plol. «(') 1' 101 of the contour maps. 

pendent on the differential vector {J k l - Jk d. and any 
change of either Jk l or 15 k , will result inthc rota tion of 
orientation vector h. If two incident beams rotate in the 
same direction about the axis a, we huve d = J kl - 15k , 
as inferred by eq. (7), and orientation vector h would 
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approach to the direction perpendicular to tbe optical 
axis. This vector geometry is shown in fig. 3(a). If incident 
beams rotate with different direction about axis a, we get 
d _ 61] - 61 1 and tbe orientation vector b would lie 
nearly in the direction of tbe optical axis as shown in 
fig. 3{b). For two situations the orientation of contour 
planes appear to be totally different In contouring appli
cations we might usual1y wish to generate contour planes 
wb.ich would be perpendicular to the sight direction, 
tbereby, it is necessary to ensure that botb illumination 
beams rotate in the same direction about an axis. Otber
wise, an inclined contour pattern will appear when a 
stationary object is contoured. This pbenomenon is due 
to the alternation of contour plane orientation. A thumb 
of rule is that we need to adjust optical configuration to 
keep botb illuminating beams tilting in the same direc
tion and with the same amount of tilt when designing tbis 
modified dual-beam electronic speckle pattern interfer
ometer. 

Exptrimtotal set~p aDd results 

In tbis section we present preliminary measurements with 
the technique described above. The diagram of tbe opti
cal system is shown in fig. 1. M a light source we used a 
He-Ne laser with 10 mW. The laser beam was divided 
into two illuminating beams by a beam splitter. A pyra
mid with an apex angle of 120 degree: was cbosen as an 
object to be contoured. In the optical arrangement, both 
illuminating beams were tilted by shifting the collimating 
lens wbich was mounted on a moving table with a 
micrometer. The: viewing system was composed of an 
imaging lens. an aperture and a ceo camera (PULNiX 
TM-74S). The diameter of tbe aperture was so controlled 
that the averaging speckle size was Stt to be approximate
ly equal to the cell size of CCO camera The speckJe 
patterns were digitized on a host computer (Epson PC
AX) and displayed on a TV monitor (SONY PVW· 
t22CE). To introduce a phase shift, one of the mirrors was 
attached to a piezoelectric transducer (PZT), and con
trolled by the host computer through an interface (OT-
2801~ 

The fringe analysis with phase-shifting [6] was per
formed for the interferogram sbown in fig. 4(a). 5 )( 5 and 

7 )( 7 median window wece used to smooth the spedk 
pattern data and evaluate the phase, and fig. S(a)- (e) 
show the phase. 3-0 plot and the contour map, respec.. 
tively. The fringes for an object where contour plaocsart 
inclined is shown in fig. 4(b). The theoretical and experi
mental results show good agrec::ment. 

Cooclusioa 

We have demonstrated a new contouring method by de> 
veloping a modified dual-beam electronic speckle pattern 
interferometer. Because of introducing a tilt to tbe illumi
nating beams. instead of tbe objcct tilt, the technique 
described here appears to be a more promising method 
from the point of view of practical applications and the 
technique has more nexibilities to generate contour pat· 
tems of an object. For example, two mirrors in the optical 
configuration could be tilted sequentially to get contour 
rringes. On tbe other hand.. we could more easily obtain 
inclined contour planes by tilting one: of the mirror in the 
optical arrangement when different perspective view or 
the object is required. The pbase contour of the object 
shape have been detennined by phase-shifting tech· 
niques. This allows the sbape of the object to be measured 
accurately. 
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